List of Emotional Values

Admiration  Hope
Adoration   Humility
Affection   Infatuation
Amazement  Insightful
Amusement   Interest
Attractive   Intrigued
Attraction  Joviality
Awe         Joy
Bliss       Jubilation
Brazen      Kind
Calm        Liking
Carefree    Love
Caring      Lust
Cheeky      Modesty
Cheerulness Mystified
Comfortable Nostalgic
Confident   Optimistic
Content     Passion
Courageous  Pleased
Curious     Pleasure
Delighted   Positive
Determined  Pride
Dominant    Relaxed
Driven      Relieved
Eager       Satisfaction
Ecstasy     Sentimental
Elation     Serenity
Empathy     Strong
Enchanted   Surprise
Enjoyment   Sympathy
Enlightened Tenderness
Enthusiasm  Thankfulness
Epiphany    Thrilled
Euphoria    Triumphant
Excitement  Trust
Expectancy  Worthy
Fascination
Focused
Fondness
Friendliness
Glee
Gratitude
Happiness